World Forum on Urban Violence and Education for Coexistence and Peace 2018
WHEN, WHERE & WHO

Date: 5 to 8 of November 2018

Location: Madrid (Spain)

Participants: Mayors, international political leaders, personalities stemming from civil society and great thinkers

+ Together with UCLG World Council +
OPPORTUNITY

Presence of high-level political representatives, global networks, and opinion leaders.

International event with major media repercussions.

Coincides with the UCLG World Council.

Exchange of experiences, strategies, campaigns and policies.
WHAT SHOULD WE DO

- Participation of the President and a delegation of Mayors
- Participate in sessions
- Work in a side event agenda for those dates
- Schedule meetings with UCLG and other political leaders
- Sign a partnership and cooperation agreement with UCLG
Possible lines of cooperation with UCLG

MfP Action Plan 17-20: Create collaboration with associations of local authorities with which Lead Cities have already established relationships (Granollers - UCLG)

WHY UCLG?

- **International network** promoting international **cooperation between cities** and their associations, facilitating programmes, networks and partnerships to build the capacities of local governments / **play a major role in 2030 Agenda**

- Opportunity to tackle together **wider peace issues** (refugee crisis, terrorism and political extremism, climate change...)

- **Peace Prize 2019** / Launch of call for applications in the framework of UCLG World Council and the World Forum in Madrid
  - **Plus points:** Province of Barcelona is active partner of Peace Prize; Mayor Mayoral is link with UCLG.
  - **Future:** Learning base can be strengthened through partnership with Mayors for Peace? Dissemination of information through Mayors for Peace network? Mayors for Peace to mobilize cases for Peace Prize edition in 2019?
See you there!